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Biographical Note: William Wallace Cleland was one of the nation’s foremost researchers, collectors and writers on the subject of plate number and marginal markings of U.S. postage and revenue stamps. Cleland contributed more than 300 articles to The United States Specialist over four decades, covering on plate numbers and markings, coil production, Series of 1922 production, the Washington-Franklin Coil Waste Issues, and revenue stamps and plate markings. Cleland also authored twelve United States Stamp Society research papers and the B.I.A. Plate Number Checklist, 1–20,000, and served as Durland Standard Plate Number Catalog editor from 1994-2012.
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1. 1968 Xmas Blue-Yellow, USS v. 40, p. 176 (1968)
5. 1968 Xmas early and November periods, USS v. 40, p. 341 (1969)
8. 1968 Xmas frequency of blue plate numbers, USS v. 40, p. 484 (1969)
11. 1969 Xmas green plate changes, USS v. 41, p. 150 (1970)
14. 1968 Xmas plate survey, USS v. 41, p. 86 (1972)
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53. Plate manufacture 1894, USS v. 66, p. 4-10 (1995)
55. AEF pages, USS v. 66, p. 244-251 (1995)
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61. New design parcel post plates, USS v. 67 (1996)
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65. Plate 428 proof, USS v. 68, p. 401-402
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67. Cuba booklet pane proof sheet, USS v. 68, p. 435-440
68. Postal savings card plate numbers, USS v. 68, p. 468 (1997)
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69. Plate 5990, USS v. 68, p. 469-470 (1997)
70. Gatun locks error, USS v. 68, p. 514 (1997)
71. Plate 428 proof, USS v. 69, p. 26 (1998)
72. Misplaced plate number, USS v. 69 (1998)
73. F positions, USS v. 69, p. 164-166 (1998)
74. Canal zone J19, USS v. 69 (1998)
76. Plate numbers on revenue stamps, USS v. 69, p. 554-557
77. Stamps of 1917 plate numbers, USS v. 70 (1999)
78. Early revenue plate numbers, USS v. 70, p. 209-212 (1999)
79. Potato Stamps
80. War savings stamps, USS v. 70, p. 343-346 (1999)
82. 1¢ Postage due plate number 5541, USS v. 71, p. 29-30 (2000)
85. Plate numbers at NAPEX
86. Special paper printings of 1928, USS v. 71, p. 397-401 (2000)
90. Washington-Franklin issue
91. Unusual plate number items, USS v. 72, p. 74-76 (2001)
92. A dropped star, USS v. 72, p. 214 (2201)
93. A plate number puzzle, USS v. 72, p. 218 (2001)
94. Wine stamps
95. A bargain, USS v. 72, p. 310 (2001)
96. F on over 20,000, USS v. 72, p. 375-379 (2001)
97. War savings certificate, USS v. 72, p. 400 (2001)
98. Duck plate singles, USS v. 72, p. 452-454 (2001)
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101. Early newspaper plate block, USS v. 72, p. 66-68 (2001)
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103. Plate number on R159 and R160
104. Checklist of plate numbers
105. Stamp coil production, USS v. 73 (2002)
106. Plate number puzzle, USS v. 73, p. 211-212 (2002)
108. Dots on 1917 revenues, USS v. 73, p. 299-302
109. Beer stamps
110. Offset checklist
111. 1914 proprietary imprints
112. Officials – hard and soft papers
113. N/A
118. Plate numbers on minor varieties, USS v. 74, p. 357-358 (2003)
120. Rare postage due numbers, USS v. 74, p. 377-379 (2003)
121. Cigar stamps
122. Unusual paste up, USS v. 74, p. 543 (2003)
126. Wet and dry special handling, USS v. 75, p. 283-284
133. Imprint XV, USS v. 76, p. 9-12 (2005)
135. Rare plate numbers on McKinley, USS v. 76, p. 55 (2005)
136. See below
   b. Ghost plates, USS v. 76, p. 259 (2005)
140. Proprietary revenue plate 397, USS v. 76, p. 418 (2005)
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143. Dollar denomination documentary, USS v. 76, p. 538-547 (2005)
144. Upside down plate number, USS v. 76, p. 555 (2005)
145. Plate numbers on lock seals, USS v. 77, p. 136-139 (2006)
146. AMG plate blocks, USS v. 77 (2006)
147. Extra 8 in plate number
149. Plate numbers, USS v. 77 (2006)
151. Delayed perforation
152. Unique plate numbers, USS v. 78, p. 83 (2007)
153. Plate crack 331, USS v. 78, p. 130 (2007)
154. Playing card stamps
156. CE2 plate combination, USS v. 78, p. 218-219 (2007)
157. Marginal markings
159. Is this a booklet?, USS v. 78, p. 565-566 (2007)
160. See below
   a. Flat plate coil production, USS v. 78, p. 568-569 (2007)
161. Shanghai overprints
163. Plate numbers on documentary proofs, USS v. 79, p. 112-116 (2008)
175. Plate position on Duck stamp, USS v. 79, p. 418-419 (2008)
179. Rare revenue plate strip, USS v. 79, p. 452 (2008)
180. 5¢ Toleware stamp, USS v. 79, p. 453 (2008)
181. Ruth Benedict
182. 5¢ Seacoast gummed coil, USS v. 80, p. 5 (2009)
184. Block size on Scott 1597, USS v. 80, p. 84 (2009)
185. Unusual plate number, USS v. 80, p. 138 (2009)
186. Rare plate blocks
187. Special delivery plate, USS v. 80, p. 283 (2009)
188. Imperforate Lincoln coil, USS v. 80, p. 284 (2009)
189. Postage dues with fluorescent ink, USS v. 80, p. 293-296 (2009)
190. Plate numbers on SYPEX, USS v. 80, p. 331-332 (2009)
191. Shiny and dull gum, USS v. 80, p. 373-374 (2009)
192. Unreported Scott CE2, USS v. 80, p. 426 (2009)
193. Misidentified plate number, USS v. 80, p. 428-429 (2009)
194. Special delivery side, USS v. 80, p. 450-453 (2009)
196. Scott RB12, USS v. 80, p. 465-468 (2009)
197. 15¢ Rose booklet, USS v. 80, p. 497-499 (2009)
198. Offset on Scott 1542, 1557
199. Unusual plate layout, USS v. 81, p. 391-393 (2010)
202. Printing information for revenues, USS v. 82, p. 27-37 (2011)
203. Is this a 6 or 9?, USS v. 82, p. 40-41 (2011)
204. Plate layout for war and saving stamps, USS v. 82, p. 123-134 (2011)
205. Printing information for dollar value plate, USS v. 82, p. 157-161 (2011)
206. Printing information – dollar value, USS v. 82, p. 219-228 (2011)
207. 1961 Narcotic stamps, USS v. 82, p. 328-331 (2011)
208. Customs fee stamps, USS v. 82, p. 403-405 (2011)
209. Test stamp coils, USS v. 82, p. 508-518 (2011)
210. Rare plate from booklet, USS v. 82, p. 521 (2011)
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Appendix. Published material removed from the W. Wallace Cleland Papers and added to the APRL collection.
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  Canal Zone study group male sale number 4-38
  Shreve
    April 24-25, 1998
  Siegel auction numbers:
    968
    971
    994
    996
    1006
    1009
    1021
  Stampco
    Sale 37
  Vahan Mozian
    Sale 569

Journals:
  Canal Zone Philately
    V. 9 N. 1 (1973)
    V. 10 N. 4 (1974)
    V. 11 N. 1-4 (1975)
    V. 12 N. 1-4 (1976)
    V. 13 N. 1-4 (1977)
    V. 14 N. 1-4 (1978)
    V. 15 N. 1-4 (1979)
    V. 16 N. 1-4 (1980)
    V. 17 N. 1-4 (1981)
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    V. 19 N. 1-4 (1983)
    V. 20 N. 1-4 (1984)
    V. 21 N. 1-4 (1985)
    V. 22 N. 1-4 (1986)
    V. 23 N. 2-4 (1987)
    V. 24 N. 1-4 (1988)
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    V. 27 N. 1-4 (1991)
    V. 28 N. 1-4 (1992)
    V. 29 N. 1-3 (1993)
    V. 30 N. 1-4 (1994)
    V. 31 N. 1-4 (1995)
    V. 32 N. 1-4 (1996)
    V. 33 N. 1-4 (1997)
    V. 34 N. 1-4 (1998)
V. 35 N. 1-4 (1999)
V. 36 N. 1-4 (2000)
V. 37 N. 1,3 (2001)
V. 38 N. 1,3-4 (2002)
V. 40 N. 1-4 (2004)
V. 41 N. 1-4 (2005)
V. 42 N. 1-4 (2006)
V. 43 N. 1-4 (2007)
V. 44 N. 1-4 (2008)
V. 45 N. 1-4 (2009)
V. 46 N. 1-4 (2010)
V. 47 N. 1-4 (2011)
V. 48 N. 1-4 (2012)

Philatelic Foundation Bulletin / Quarterly
V. 2 N. 1-4 (1984)
V. 3 N. 1-4 (1985)
V. 4 N. 1-4 (1986)
V. 5 N. 1-4 (1987)
V. 6 N. 1-4 (1988)
V. 7 N. 1-4 (1989)
V. 8 N. 1-4 (1990)
V. 9 N. 1-4 (1991)

The Cuban Philatelist
V. 4 N. 2-4 (1974-1975)
V. 5 N. 1, 4 (1975-1976)

Unites States Specialist
V. 40 N. 4-11 (1969)
V. 41 N. 1-2, 4-6 (1970)
V. 43 N. 2 (1972)
V. 47 N. 7,9-10 (1976)
V. 50 N. 2 (1979)
V. 52 N. 9 (1981)
V. 56 N. 7,9 (1985)
V. 57 N. 2,4-9, 12 (1986)
V. 58 N. 2,8,11 (1987)
V. 59 N. 4-5,7,9,12 (1988)
V. 60 N. 2,9,11 (1989)
V. 61 N. 1-2,4,9 (1990)
V. 62 N. 1,3,5,9,11 (1991)
V. 63 N. 1,4,7,12 (1992)
V. 64 N. 1,6 (1993)
V. 65 N. 3,6 (1994)
V. 67 N. 8, 11 (1996)
V. 68 N. 2-3, 5, 7, 10 (1997)
V. 69 N. 10 (1998)
V. 70 N. 11 (1999)
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1990 $2
The New Crane List
Issue N. 128-131
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